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Soon after COVID-19 began to alter our lives as we knew them, the image above that invited us to reflect 

on “Who do I want to be during COVID-19?” circulated virally over the internet. In my own reflections on 

the image I realized that one of the most powerful ways I could support myself and others in inhabiting 

the “growth zone” was to engage in the following five strategies. These strategies are not abstract to 
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me; they are grounded in my life and practice. They are my go-to five strategies right now. They are my 

anchor and how I’m supporting myself, my family, my colleagues and community at this time.  

1. RESOURCE YOURSELF FIRST. Ask yourself: What’s one essential thing I need to do daily to support 

my wellbeing? Then DO THAT one thing consistently and make sure it’s part of your daily routine. 

CALENDAR IT! Know there are several practices out there to cultivate awareness, communion and 

connection that could be nourishing at this time. Check out the Tree of Contemplative Practices from 

The Center for Contemplative Mind & Society. I also love to engage in SMART breaks throughout the 

day by using gathas, short verses that gently bring me into the present moment.  

 

2. TOUCH, SAVOR & SOAK IN JOY. Negativity bias is a natural evolutionary part of who we are as 

humans. Anything we experience that’s negative will have a greater effect on our psychological state 

than anything that’s positive even if it’s of equal intensity. Rick Hanson says our brain is like velcro 

for the negative and Teflon for the positive so we have to DELIBERATELY practice touching, savoring 

and soaking in positive states. Any time you have a positive experience pause to touch, savor, and 

soak it in for at least 30 seconds or more. I invite you to focus in on joy in particular because it’s one 

of the most positive feeling states. The research of Gottman and Levenson has shown us that it takes 

five positive interactions to counter a single negative one. Try to practice the 5:1 rule as you consider 

your news consumption. It’s important to be aware and informed but we can reduce our servings of 

news to be in better balance with our positive experiences. I try to limit my news intake each day to 

10 minutes or less.  

 

3. PRACTICE THE REFRAME. “When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at 

change.” (Wayne Dyer) Reframing is a powerful strategy where we can create a different way of 

http://www.contemplativemind.org/practices/tree
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e417bdb78eb0f389ed6cd11/t/5ebdcc8b04718b1999c7f85c/1589496972184/GATHA+PRACTICE.pdf
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looking at a situation, person, or relationship by changing its meaning. The ways we practice the 

reframe vary depending on our context. The most frequent way I practice the reframe is shifting 

from saying, “I have to…” to “I get to…” For example, instead of “I have to watch my toddler.” I now 

say, “I GET to watch my toddler.” He’s usually in pre-school eight hours a day but now I get to be 

with him and really discover who he is. I’m not saying juggling work and childcare is easy at all but 

reframing enables me to bring a whole new energy and perspective to the time I spend with him and 

that matters! Instead of, “I have to wash the dishes,” I now say, “I GET to wash the dishes.” I’m 

grateful I have food to eat and a home to live in. I also have precious running water.  

Another powerful reframe I heard from a monk in my spiritual community, Brother Phap Hai, is 

shifting from saying, “What’s the meaning of life?” to “How can I bring meaning to this moment?” 

Making this shift lifts up the agency we have and this is so important! I’ve been practicing the 

reframe for many years but now it’s become even more vital to my health and wellbeing.  

Finally, here’s a reframe that Daniel LaPorte shared on Social Media that’s been helpful to me. I do 

want to name that being able to practice Physical Distancing is a privilege and we need to remember 

that many of our nation’s essential workers don’t have the choice to physically distance. As you 

engage with this reframe below, pay attention to how the underlined words and phrases land in your 

body when compared to the non-underlined words and phrases.   

 

 

4. WATER HELPFUL SEEDS. We all have helpful and unhelpful seeds of emotion inside of us. Depending 

on which seeds we choose to water, some will grow more than others. Mindfulness helps us build 

awareness around which seeds we are watering. The practice of seed watering is a foundational part 

of Thich Nhat Hanh’s teachings and it reminds me of the Two Wolves story in which a Cherokee elder 
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tells his grandson that there is a battle between two wolves inside us all. One wolf is hatred, greed, 

anger, and jealousy, and the other wolf is kindness, peace, love, and generosity. When the elder’s 

grandson asked, “Who wins?” his grandfather replied, “Whichever one you feed.”  

Our feeling states have vibrational frequencies and our subconscious is very well attuned to whether 

something has a helpful or unhelpful benefit for the body. Wisdom teachers often tell us that in 

every moment we have a choice to choose love or choose fear. A powerful practice of mine is to 

bring the question “What would LOVE do now?” to each moment.  

 

5. MAKE SELF-COMPASSION CENTRAL. This is an extremely challenging time and it’s essential that we 

practice compassion towards ourselves. For me, self-compassion involves holding myself with 

tenderness and being warm and understanding toward myself when I suffer rather than ignoring my 

pain or criticizing myself. Doing this allows us to hold ourselves in love and connection. 

Acknowledging our suffering lifts up our common humanity. We all suffer at times and collectively 

what we are all experiencing now is very difficult across contexts.  

The two ways I most love to practice self-compassion are affectionate breathing and engaging in the 

practice, “How would you treat a friend?”  This involves utilizing the following questions as you 

engage in a self-compassionate inquiry (Neff & Germer): 

● Reflect on when a close friend feels really bad about themselves or is suffering in some way. 

How would you speak to your friend?  

● Now reflect on a time when you feel bad about yourself or are suffering. Write down what 

you would usually say. Notice your tone as well.  

● Did you see a difference? If so, reflect for yourself why you treated yourself differently than 

how you’d treat a friend.  

● Write down how what you say would change if you responded to yourself in the same way 

you’d respond to a friend who’s suffering.  

Commit to treating yourself like a good friend! 

 

NOW COMMIT TO HOLDING ONE OF THESE FIVE STRATEGIES FRONT & CENTER!  

Make a plan for how to hold yourself in loving accountability or find an accountability partner. According 

to The American Society of Training and Development, you have a 65% greater chance of following 

through on a commitment if you share your intention with someone. Try making a specific 

https://insighttimer.com/meenasrinivasan/guided-meditations/affectionate-breathing-13
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“accountability appointment” with another person to increase your chances of following through by up 

to 95%!  

 

PRACTICE I’M COMMITTING TO: __________________________________________________________________ 

HOW I’M GOING TO PRACTICE IT: _________________________________________________________________ 

NAME OF MY ACCOUNTABILITY PARTNER: _________________________________________________________ 

DATE/TIME OF ACCOUNTABILITY CHECK-IN: ________________________________________________________ 
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